
 
 

 

MARS being used to access roof of building with tactical 
ladder. 

 

 Operators stack up behind the Ramp 
Ballistic Panels while they make the approach to the objective. 

 

 



 
   

 SRT Team simultaneously assaulting the 2nd & 3rd floor of a building. 

 

 A team breaches a 2nd story balcony window. 

 Operators assault the 2nd and 3rd story balconies. 



 

 Snipers take elevated shots on the MARS 
system. 

 

 A SF team deploys onto the roof of a 
building. 

 

 SWAT assaults the 2nd and 4th 
story. 



 

  The MARS system is the only ETS system ever 
used in the War on Terror in Iraq. 

  

 Operators use the FAST Rope Tower to clear a 
12ft wall. 

 

  A Team uses the Side Deployment Rail to 
access a 2nd story balcony parallel with the vehicle. 



 

 A SWAT Team makes entry into the 
2nd floor. 

  

 Operators use the 360 Degree Ladder turret to access the roof at an angle. 
 

 A Team deploys on to the 2nd floor patio. 



 

 A team moves up the ramp and into the building. 
 

 A Sniper stages himself on the Sniper Bench for an elevated shot. 
 

 A SWAT team gains access to the 2nd floor 
balcony using the MARS ETS. 



 
 

 An SRT Team “Break & Rakes” a 
2nd story window. 

   

 A SWAT Team & K9 storm a 2nd floor window. 
 

 A Counter-Terror Unit uses the MARS to 
access the 2nd story. 



 

 A SWAT Team simultaneously assaults the 2nd & 3rd floor balconies. 
 

 An SF Team uses the tactical ladder to access the 4th floor balcony. 
 

 Operators deploy over a 17ft fence with razor wire using the FAST rope 
Tower. 



 

 SWAT storms a 2nd floor window. 
  

 A Special Police Unit boards a airport personnel 
shuttle on the tarmac. 

  

 Operators use the Ramp ballistic panels as 
cover while making their assault. 



 

 Operators attach to the Side Assault 
System for a bus assault. 

  

 A Team assaults a 2nd floor 
window while operators prepare to assault the 1st floor.  

 

  A SF Team accesses the roof. 



 

  Operators move up to the ramp to the 
roof. 

 

  A SWAT Team prepares to enter a 2nd floor 
window. 

 

 A Breacher “Breaks & Rakes” a 2nd floor 
window. 



 

 Operators access the 2nd floor awning and roof. 
 

 A SWAT Team assaults a 2nd & 3rd story parking 
garage. 

 

 A Counter-Terror Unit assaults the 2nd & 3rd floor balcony using the Side 
Deployment Rail.  



 
 

 A Search & Rescue team uses the 
MARS to clear the 2nd & 3rd floor of an abandoned apartment complex. 

 

 Police breach the 2nd & 3rd floor windows.  
 

 3 Teams assault the ground floor, 2nd 
floor and 3rd floor using the MARS ETS System. 



 
 

 A SWAT Team storms a 2nd floor 
window. 

 

 A Dual Vehicle assault on a 
training center, using the tactical ladders to access the 3rd floor window and balcony. 

 
 



 

 A SWAT Team simultaneously 
assaults a 2nd floor window and the roof using the Elevated Access Stairway. 

 

 A Team trains on elevated entries 
using the MARS system. 


